
Electric transport?
You’re doing great...
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You’re in charge
You value a healthy living environment. Electric transport is 

therefore evident for you. Responsible electric charging is 

part of that. That is why you set the highest demands on your 

charger in terms of safety, technology and convenience.  

A smooth charging solution that gives you the peace of mind 

that everything is perfectly arranged. And which is also easy to 

install, operate and maintain. You do it your way. You choose 

Ecotap. You’re in charge.
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Safety first
Electric driving means cleaner and more economical driving. Responsible 

driving also requires the highest safety requirements. Ecotap® sets the 

standard in this regard and is at the forefront of innovation. The same 

applies to the certified installer of the charging solutions. They therefore 

ensure the perfect placement. As a result, you are assured of carefree 

charging convenience. A pleasant certainty.

Enjoy comfortably
The intuitive operation of our chargers ensures that everything is smooth 

and simple. They are also manufactured in such a way that they require 

a minimum of service and maintenance. That means you can enjoy 

extremely comfortably with an Ecotap® charger. Charge up... and hit the 

road. It can be that simple.

24/7 Ecotap support
At Ecotap® we do the maximum to make it easy for you. So if you have 

a question about electric charging, we will be happy to help you on your 

way. This can be done via your dealer/installer, the information on our 

website, a chat and certainly also via our helpdesk.

For your convenience, the helpdesk is even available 24/7.

+31 (0) 411 74 50 20

Your Ecotap guarantees
	 Always the perfect charging solution for your question 

		 Intuitive ease of use for convenient application

		 Certified installers for installation excellence

		 The convenience of 24/7 Ecotap® support

		 Charging even easier thanks to the EcotapApp

		 Highest requirements according to CSR People, Planet & Profit

		 Easy power consumption and billing management

24_
7
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Healthy living 
environment?



Pleasant life starts with a healthy living environment for 

everyone. It requires a concerted effort from all of us. There 

are opportunities and challenges for this. You have decided 

to seize those opportunities. You choose to contribute to 

the climate. No more particulate emissions. Saving fuel. 

Cleaner transportation.

You Ecotap, because you like to make a difference.

Home convenience
Ecotap® offers a convenient and fast charging solution 

at home, at work, on the road... just where you want it. 

For every electric and plug-in vehicle. If you opt for home 

charging, you can choose from the Homebox with cable 

(possibly with a stand) and the Homebox with socket (with a 

7-pin socket and optionally available stand). Both are made 

of attractive and durable steel. So you never go wrong. After 

all, with Ecotap® you are in charge...

With or without charge card?
To use a charging facility elsewhere, it is often important 

that you have a charging card, with or without registration.

Together special
Also good to know... At Ecotap® we believe in an 

inclusive society. Everyone has talent, everyone is special 

and everyone participates. By empowering people, 

unprecedented amounts can be achieved. Together we 

make Ecotap® special. This is special for you, because we 

keep focus on your interests: getting everything possible 

out of your charge point. 

You’re the difference...
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Homebox with cable
This home charger is user-friendly and equipped with a

flexible charging cable (up to 11kW) or smooth cable (up

to 22kW) with plug type 1 or 2 that can be connected

directly to your electric car. Manufactured from 2mm

steel. The Homebox can be mounted on the wall or on a

steel upright (optional).

Versions:

		 With push button

		 With charge card + registration

		 With charge card without registration
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Home chargers 
for carefree use



Homebox with socket
This home charger is user-friendly and equipped with a 7-

pin socket (Type 2). You can connect your electric car to

the charging point via a charging cable. Manufactured from

2mm steel. The Homebox can be mounted on the wall or

on a steel upright (optional).

Versions:

		 With push button

		 With charge card + registration

		 With charge card without registration

 HOME CHARGERS
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Smooth
charging solution?



It has certainly not escaped your notice: the number of

electric drivers is increasing rapidly. It is therefore

logical that you also need to select one or more

charging solutions for the company. An ideal, smooth

charging solution for team members and visitors.

Moreover, a solution that is self-explanatory in terms of

ease of use. And not unimportant: aesthetically

executed, possibly even in your own house style. Fast,

good and affordable charging can also be very personal.

Nothing but benefits
You only have advantages as soon as you decide to install

one or more charging points. To start with, you directly

contribute to a better environment. In addition, you reap

the appreciation of the visitors, who can use the visit to

restore the volume of electricity in their vehicle. And, not

unimportant, after a few years you have earned back your

investment and you can generate extra income yourself.

Everyone wins with electric charging.

Need a permit?
Nothing stands in the way of realizing a charging solution

on site if it is installed on your own land. We realize your

charge points based on your wishes and expectations,

such as the intended capacity.

The right choice
On www.ecotap.nl you will be quickly guided through the

possibilities. Your installer can also tell you all about it. If

you wish, you can receive further information by

telephone, e-mail or chat. Ecotap® is happy to contribute

to your success. 

You’re succeeding...
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Small business
Small, medium or large… Ecotap® offers a suitable

charging solution for every situation. From fast

chargers to duo chargers; the ideal charger is ready for

you. And always maintenance-friendly!

Large business
If you want a charging solution for multiple team

members and/or regular visitors, then tailor-made

advice may be advisable. For example about the

implementation in your house style. Everything is

possible at Ecotap®.

Logistics
With fast chargers specially designed for extensive

use, Ecotap® distinguishes itself in the market.

Balanced loading for heavy vehicles is one of the

facets that Ecotap® has developed for the logistics

sector.
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Public charging stations
Ecotap® offers the perfect charging solution for every

situation. With public charging stations, for example, it

concerns sufficient capacity, smart charging, 

userfriendliness and vandalism resistance.  

Ecotap® is known for this!

Gasstations
Ecotap® fast chargers offer gas station operators an

effective and accessible introduction to the world of

electric cars. The chargers are very future-proof and easy

to scale up and expand.

Public transport
It is very important for public transport operators to

create a reliable and efficient charging

infrastructure. One that performs its function for a

long time, easily and without problems. With

Ecotap® you succeed completely in this. 
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Duo chargers for
business use

Duo
Beautifully designed charging stations that are ideal for placement 

at companies and in public spaces. The Duo charger is available in 

several versions.
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 DUO CHARGERS

Duo Wide
The Duo Wide charging point is suitable to be connected 

directly onto the operator’s network.

Two cars can be charged at the same time

Wallcharger Duo
This charging station is ideally suited for wall mounting.

Two cars can be charged at the same time

www.ecotap.nl



DC30
The Ecotap® DC30 is applicable for all electric vehicles and

has a DC power output of 30kW. The actual charging

capacity is determined by the vehicle and the fused

Amperage.

DC60
The Ecotap® DC60 fast charger can be

used universally for all electric vehicles

with a CHAdeMo or CCS connection. This

fast charger has a DC power output of up

to 60kW. The actual charging capacity is

determined by the vehicle and the fused

Amperage.

On the road again
with fast chargers
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 FAST CHARGERS

DC120
The Ecotap® DC 120 fast charger can be 

used for all electric vehicles with a CCS 

connection. The charger has a DC power 

output of maximum 120kW. The actual 

charging capacity depends on the power 

available, maximum 180 amps needed 

(adjustable from 10A to 180A).

DC 150/180
These fast chargers can be used for all electric vehicles

with a CHAdeMO or CCS connection.

DC150
The charger has a DC power output of

maximum 150kW @CCS or 60kW @CHAdeMO.

DC180
The charger has a DC power output of

maximum 180kW @CCS or 60kW @CHAdeMO.

The actual charging capacity depends on the car and

the fused Amperage.
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You’re in charge...


